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This second in a: series of six lea--esing modules 24
instructional planning is designed to give seccn6ary and
postsecondary vocational teachers skill in writing student
performance objectives which spell' out for teachers, students, and
pfofipective employers exactly what is expected cf students in the

program. It is also intended to give ,experience in sequencing student
performance objectives to ease student learning. The terminal
objective for the module is to develop student performance
objectives. Intoductory sections relate the !competency dealt with in
thisliodule to others in the program and list both the enabling
objectives for the six learning expeiemdes and the resources
required. Materials in the learning experiences include required
reading, self-check quizzes, model albseers, performance objective
writing exercises, mode analysys performance checklists, and the

teacher performance asXessment form for use in evaluation of the
terminal objective. (The modules on instructional planning are .part

of a larger series. of 100 performance-based teacher education (PRTE)

self-contained learning p*ckages for use in preservice or inservice
training of teachers in all occupational Areas. Each of the
field-tested modules focuses on the developmynt cf one or more
specific professional competencies identifieft through research as
important to,vRcational teachers. Materials are designed for use by

teachers, either om an individual or gioup working under the
direction of one of more ,resource persons /instructors) (TA)
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FOREWORD
This module is one of a series of 100 performance-based
teacher education (PBTE) learning packages focusing upon
specific professional corn petencies of vocational teachers The
competencies upon which these-modules are based were iden-
tified and verified through research as being important to suc-
cessful yocatronal teaching at both the secondary and post-
-secondary levels of instruction The modules are suitable for
the preparation of teachers in all occupational areas
Each module provides learning experiences that integrate
theory and application, each culminates with cnterion*refer-
enced assessment of the teachers performance of the spec-
ified competency The materials are designedior use by Ind'.
liridual or groups of teachers in training working urliger the
direction and with the assistance of teacher ed ucators acting as
resource persons Resource persons should be skilled in the
teacher competency oeing developed and should be thor-
oughly-oriented to PBTE concepts and procedures in using
these materials

The design of the materials provides considerable flexibility for
planning and conducting performerrte-based preservice and
inservice teacher preparation programs to meet p wide variety
of individual needs and interests The materials are intended for
use by universities anthcollege departments of educa-
tion, post-secondary institution:Ill:rteducation agencies, and
others responsible for the professionardevelopment of voca-
tional teachers Further information about the use of.the mod-
ules in teacher education programs is contained in three re-
lated documents Student Guide to Using Performance-Based
Teacher - Education Materials, Resource Person Guide to
Using Performance-Based Teacher Education Materials and
Guide to Implementation of Performance-Based,. Teacher
Education.

The PBTE curriculum packages are products of a sustained
research and development effort by The Center's-Program for
Professional Development tbr Vocational Education Many
dividuals, institutions, and agencies participated with The Cen-
ter and have made contributions to the systematic develop-
ment, testing, revision, and refinement of these very significant
training materials Over 40 teacher educators provided input in
development of initial versions of the modules, over 2,000
teachers and 300 resource persons in 20 universities, colleges,
and post-secondary inStitutions used the materials and pro-
vided teedbadk to The Center for revision and refinement
Special recognition for major individual roles in the direction,
development. coordination of testing, revision, and refinement
of these materials is-extended to the following program staff
James B Hamilton, Program Director, Robert E Norton, As-

.

sociate Program DireZtor, Glen E Fardig, Specialist, Lois Har-
rington, Program Assistant, and Karen Quinn, Program Assis-
tant Recognition is also extended. to Knsty Ross,' Technical
Assistant, Joan Jones, Technical Assistant, and Jean Wisen-
baugh, Artist for their contributions to the final refinement or

-the materials Contributions ma& by former program staff to-
ward devel ental versions of these materials are also tic,
knowledged alym J Cotrell directed the vocational teacher
competency research studies upon which these modules are
based and also directed the 'curriculum development effort
from 1971-1972 Curtis R. Finch provided leadership for the
program from 1972-1974

Appreciation is also extended to all those Outside The Center
(consultants, field site coordinators, teacher educators,
teachers, and others) who contributed do generously in various
phases of the total effort Early versions of the materials were
developed by The Center in cooperation with the voNional
teacher education faculties at Oregon State University and at
the University of 'Missouri-Columbia Preliminary testing of the
materials was conducted at Oregon State University, Temple
University, and University of Missouri-Columbia

Following preliminary testing, major revision of all materials
was performed by Center Staff with the assistance of numerous
consultants and visiting scholars from throughout the country

Advanced testing of the materials was carried Out with assis-
tance of the vocational teacher educators and students of Cen-
tral Washington State College, Colorado State University, Ferris
State College, Michigan, Florida State University, Holland Col-
lege, P E I , Canada, Oklahoma State University, Rutgers Uni-
versity, State University College at Buffalo, Temple University,
University of Arizona, University of Michigan-Flint, University of
Minnesota-Twin Cities, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, Univer-
sity of Northern Colorado, University of Pittsburgh, University
of Tennessee, University of Vermont, and Utah State University

The Center is grateful to the National institute of Education for
sponSorship of this PBTE curriculum development effort from
1972 through its completion Appreciation is extended
Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education of the U S
of Echkation for their sponsorship of training and adv
testing of the materials at 10 sites under provisions of
Part F, Section 553 Recognition of funding support
advanced testing effort is also extended tosferns State Coll
*Hand College, Temple UniveAsity, and the University
Michigan-Flint

Robert E ,Taylor
Director
The CentlitrPfor Vocational Education

THE CENTER FOR VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

The Center for Vocational
/
Education s rdssion is to

unease the ability of diverse agencies, institutions and
organizations to solve educational problems relating to
inckvidyal career planning and preparation T-he Center
fulfills its mission by

Generating know/edge through research
Oeveloping educational programs andiproducts
Evaluating individual prtgram needs and outcomes
Installing educational programs-and producti
Operating informatiOn systems and services
Conducting leadership development and tamping
programs

A
IMV

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION
FOR VOCATIONAL

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Engineering Center
Athens, Georgia 30602
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,The American Association for Yeeetonal-tostructiOnal
Materials (AAVIM) is an interstate organization of univer-
sities, colleges and divisions of vocational education de-
voted to the improvement of teaching through better in-
formation and teaching aids



INTRODUCTION'

As a vocational teacher, you are responsible for
helping your students achieve entry-level compe-
tency in the occupation for which they are prepar-
inuOccupational analyses can reveal what these
en ry -level competencies are, and courses of study

"bar riti
(Minao&

or curqiculum guides can indicate what students
should be able to do when they leave the program
or coMplete a particular course. However, as you
plan the, unitt and lessons which make up the
course you are teaching, you will need to be able to
translate thiS information into precise statements
describing the knowledge, skills, and attitudes you
want your students to achievein other words,
you will need to be able to Write student perfor-
mance objectives

In some case, student performance objectives
will already have been written for the course you
are teaching In that case, you have a responsibility
as,you plan your units and individual lessons to
consider the needs, interests, and abilities Of your
particular students, and to add to, delete from, or
revise those student performance objectives to re-
flect what you know about your students

This module is designed to give you skill in writ-
ing student performance objectives for your voca-
tional program which spell out for you, your stu-
dents, and prospective employer:s exactly what is
expected of students in that program In addition,
it will give you experience in sequencing student
performance objectives to ease student learning.

3
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ABOUT THIS-MODULE

Objectives
While working In an'ackial school

Illtrattervdiyelpp student performance asbjectives. Your
performance will be asses sed 4Your resogrce person,

the Teacher Performance Assessment Form, pp.
(Learning erperieoce VI).

Enabling Objectives:
1 After completing* the required reading, demonstrate

, knowledge of the rationale for developing student
performance, objectives and the characteristics of
properly stated objectives (Learning Experienc

2.' After completing the leg uired reading, analyze and (if
necessary) rewrite given student-performance objec-
tivegIkarning Experience II).

3 After completing the required reading. identify each
of the objectives on a given list as being primarily,
cognitive, psychomotbr, or affective (Learning Ex-
perrencf NI)

4 Using resources which provide vocational program
content information, develop student performance
objectives in Tech of the learning 'domains which
contain statements of performance, condition, and
criterion (Learning Experience IV)

5 After completing the required reading, sequence a
given list of student performance objectives (Learn-
ing Experience V)

Resources n
A list of the out'e resources which supplement thOse
contained within the module follows Check with your
resource person (1)'to determine the availability and the
location of these resources. (2) to locate additional ref-
erences in your occupational specialty, and (3) to get°
assistance in setting up activities with peers or observa-
tions of skilled teachers, if necessary Your. resource
person may also be contacted if you have any difficulty
with directions, or in assessing your progress at any
time

a

Learning Experience I
Optional

Reference Mager, Robert F Preparing Instruc-
tional Objectives Belmont, CA Fearon Publishers,
1962

A resource person and/or peers with whom you can
meet to discuss or apply the material in the informa-
tion sheet
Resources (e g , curriculum guides, courseskof
study, textbooks, etc ) in your occupational spe-
cialty froM which you can obtain student perfor-
mance objectives to critique

Learning Experience II,
Optional

Reference' Mager, Robert F Preparing Instruc-
tional Objectives Belmont, CA Fearon Publishers,
1962.--N
A resource person and /or peers with whom you can
meet to analyze additional student performance ob-
jectives
Resources (e.g , curriculum guides, courses of
study, textbooks, etc.) in your occupational spe-1
cialty from which you can obtain student perfor'
mance objectives to analyze

Learning Experience III
, Optional

Reference Armstrong, Robert J et al Developing'
and Writing, Behavioral Objectives. Tucsc1n, AZ
Educational Innovators PresS, '1970 ,

Reference Bloom, Benjamin S (Ed) ) Taxonomy of
Educational Objectives, Handbook I Cognitive
Domam New York NY David McKay Company,
Inc , 1956
Reference Krathwohl, David. R , Benjamin S
Bloom, and Bertram B Massa Taxonomy of Educa-'
tior-Pal,Objectives, Handbook II Affective - Domain.
New York, NY David McKay Company, Inc , 1964
A resource peison and /or peers with whom you can
discuss the learning dorfiains

Learning Experience IV
Required

Resources (e g , curriculum guides, courses of
study, textbooks, etc ) in your occupational spe-
cialty to provide content from which you can de-
velop student performance objectives
A resource person to evaluate your competency in

-developing well-stateO student performance objec-
tives in each of.the learning domains

Learning Experience V
No outside resources

Learning Experience VI
Required

An actual school situation in which you canqevelop
student performance objectives
A resource person to assess your competency 4n
developing student performance objectives

This module covers performance element numbers 39, 54 from Calvin J
Cotrell et al , Model Curricula for Vocational and Technical Education
Report No V (Columbus. OH The Center for Vocational Educahoo, The
Ohio State University, 1972) The 384 elements in this document form the
research base for all The Center's PBTE module development

Foc information about the general organization of each module, general
procedures for their use, and Terminblogy which is common to all 100
modules, see About Limn Centers PBTE Modules on the instde
back cover



Learning Experience I
OVERVIEW

Activity

`,
Optional
Activity

%

,koptional
t`-' L Activity

f -
After completing the required reading, demonstrate knowledge of the
rationale for developing student performance objectives and the charac-
teristics of properly stated objectives.

Yoti will be reading the pformation sheet, Developing Precise Perfor-
mance Objectives, pp: 643. ,I \. .'

You may wish to read the supplementary reference,.Allager, Preparing
Instructional Objectives, pp. 1-24.

You may wish to Meet with your resource person and/or peerd to 'further
discuss the information in the reading(s).

You will be demonstrating knowledge of the rationale fO developing
performance objectives and the characteristics of properly stated Objec-
tives by completing the Self-Check, pp. 9-11.

your competency comparing your completed
el Answers, pp. 1 14. , . -,,,



For information concerning why it is important to develop performance
objectives- and to state these in precise language, read the following
information sheet;

DEVELOPING PRECISE PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
There once was a teacher who said,
"Writing objectives makes me see red.
I know what to teach
And the students I 'reach,
Si why share what I have in my head7"

To a certain extent the above limerick communi-
cates the feelings that some educators have about
student performance obfectiies There are de-
mands upon all educators, however, to be ac-
oountable for the educational process, and upon
vocational educators to be responsive to the
needs of the industry for which they are preparing
students.
Therefore, it
is necessary
to identity
the intended
outcomes of
the educa-
tional pro-
cess. Per-
formance
objectives
identify
these out-
comes.

The need
for develop- -
ing student performance objectives can also be
viewed from the perspective of the student, the
teacher, and the vocational program. For the voca-
tional student, performance objectives .provide
important information about what is expected of
them in the educational program They provide the
information students-need to determine what the
program involVes, and describe the activities,
which they must accomplish in order to complete
the program successfully. The objectives also out-

ine the criteria upon which students' achievement
will be measured. Thus, students can determine at
any point within the program what they have ac-
complished and how much remains to be com-
pleted. In addition, if a student misses a portion of
the program because of Maass, he/she can iden-
tify what must be done to complete Zie missed
work. Or, if,a student has previous experience in a
certain.area, he/dhe can determine what objec-
tives he or she has already achieved and work on

6

those objectives that still need to be accom-'
plished. Alllother advantage is that once the ex-
pected level of performanoe hes been identified
for each objective, the additional experience/prac-1,
tice the students may need in order to reach that
level can be outlined Finally, there is considerable
evidence to indicate that when students know the
Rbjectives of the lesson in advance, their learning
is increased.

For the vocatbnal teacher, student perfor-
mance objectives provide the necessary blueprint
for the instructional proces,s flan which he/she rs
responsible. Performance objectives should----
define the skills, knowledge, and attitudes neces-
sary for entry into the.occupationt This is helpful
becat4se some teachers tend to stress subject mat-
ter and skill development in selected areas within
the program based on personal preference rather
than because the occupation requires that stress
(e.g , a typing teacher who devotes net, time and
energy on speed-building exercises and little time
on other aspects of the prograrnyVBy basing the
objectives on the requirementArthe occupation
for which students are being p&pared, the pro-
gram can be delivered in an organized fashion and
the achievement of the necessary skills can be
measured.

In terms of the vocational program;student per-
formance objectives identify for the industry those
skills that graduates of the program can be ex-
pected to possess. Clearly stated performance ob-
jectives can give a prospective employer a good
idea of what a student coming from your program
can do And, as occupational skills change, the
objectives can be changed to match the new ex-
pectations

Ikt addition, the development of student perfor-
mance objectives establishes a base for program
evaluation. Questions of whether the graduates
will be able to meet the needs of industry can be
addressed through the careful examination bf how
well they are achieving the student performance
objectives, rather than through the subjecti4 feel-
ings of individuals invqlved in the evaluation pro- .
cess.

It is appropriate here also to discuss what stu-
dent performance objeotives do not do Because

7



performance objectives are written in terms of the
student's knowledge, skills, and attitudes, they do
not -necessanty define the teaching or learning

, activities which should be used tczalchieve them
Most performance objectives allow for any
number of ways of getting to the final outcome
They define what the outcome must be, but not
how- t9 get there For example, if a perfoiranCe
objective states that "given leaf samples froim dis-
eased trees, the student will identify the diseases
with 100°/0aeouracy," any number of teaching-
learning m thods might be used in achieving this
objectivea field trip to examine diseased trees,
presentations with the overhead 'projector or flip
chart, individual or group study, etc Some stu:
dpnts may ream better through studying written
Materials, others may need to see and handle a
diseased leaf in order to be able to identify the
disease

While performance objectives should define the
knowledge, skills, and attitudes which may be
achieved within the vocational program, they also
allow for other relevant experiences and varia-
tions Not all of your students should be expected
to achieve all the objectives specified for your pro-
gram, course, or unit Students learn, and achieve
objectives, at different rates This is one of the
reasons that proper sequencing of objectives is
essentialso that a student; even though he or
she has hot achieved all the course objectives, will
still have minimal skills when heshe leaves the
program

Furthermore, there are some objectives that are
not as specific as to outcomes as those we have
been discussing, yet which have a real place in the
vocational program These are caned expmssive
or experiential objectives They Vcribe experi-
ences that would be beneficial for students to par-
ticipate in, but they do not define expected out-
comes For example, you may feel your students
should have the experience of listening to a series
of talks by members of community civic organiza-
tions, without pecifying what changes in behavior
they should exhibit as a result

In general, however, student performance ob-
jectives define the outcomes of the vocational
program so that these outcomes can be under-
stood--Understood by students so they can de-
termine exactly what is expected of them, under-
stood by teachers so they can identify what out:-
comes they are responsible for; and understood
by employers and vocational administrators so
they can determine if the prograM is in fact provid-
ing the competent human resources needed

However, in order for student performance ob-
jectives to adequately comPnunicate program out-
comes, it is essential that the performance be

written in such a way that 'it is precise and
measurable. Certain words t ommonly used in
writing student performance objectives are vague,
and open to several interpretations depending--
upon who reads the objective and describes the
activity ,qutlinqd Such words as "know," "ap-
prwate," and "understand" are vague and leave
much more room for interpretation'than more pre-
cise terms such as "define," "describe," "repair,"
or "analyze For example, if you were handed the
following objective"Upon completion of this
course you will know hew to repair a radio"
would you
know what
was involved
in this activ-
ity'? Some of
theques-
tions that
you would
probably ask
yourself
are

4

Will I have to actually repair the radio or will I
only have to describe how it should be done'?
Will I have to locate the problem or will some-
one-else identify the defect so that I an repair
uit

1What instruments will I be using'?
What kinds of radios will I 'know" how to
repair'?

As you can see, stating the objectives of an edu-
cational program in vague terms requires too
much interpretation of what is required of the stu-
dent If, instead, you were handed the followiqa,
objective, would you know what was expected `X--

Given a non-functioning radio of either transistor or
tube construction, and having previously identified
the malfunction, you will repair the radio to manu-,
facturer s specifications using the prescribed tools
and equipment available in the laboratory

Objectives which define the behavior or perfor-
mance in precise terms ("You,will repair ') are
open to less interpretation on the part of the stu-

. dent or teacher The key to whether the statement
is vague or precise is the verb (or "action word" )
used in the statement Action - oriented verbs are
usually more precise and less open to varying in-
terpretations Many reference materials on writing
objectives provide lists of action-oriented verbs
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Follow_ ing are ggme examples'
list weave
compare match
select make
increase fasten
identify pour
adjust diagram
repair plan
paint display
manirlate

expand
stamp
classify ,

analyze"
construct
differentiate
print

The well-written stUde.nt performance objective
not ordy specifies the action to be taken. It in-
cludes the condition u der which the student will
be accomplishing the rformance ("Given a
non-functioning
radio ... ")
and the
criteria
which must
be met in
order to have
successfully
corhpleftd
that objec-
tive ("to
manufacturer's

° specifications" )
The informa-
tion sheet In

( Optional
Activity

I
:

,Learning Experience II utlines iVnoredetail what
is included in each well-stated performanceobjec-

, tive. At this point, however, it is essential that you
be able' to recognize a precise, action-oriented
perforpience statement. The verb will give you the
clue. -7

AS. you progress through additional modules,
you Will be writing objectives for various lessons
and learning experiences. If you can develop a firm
rationaCe,for writing and using objectives,you will
find that itlt1Ce they are written, a major part of your
instruction# planning has been achieved.

Optional
%Activity

AOC.

a

For further information on the rationale for developing.performance objec:
tives, you may wish to read the.s_upplermentary reference, Mager, Preparing
Instructypnal Objectives, pp 1-24.

You may wish to arrange to meet with your resource per on and/or-peers
whore also taking this module. At this meeting you coulA1) discuss what
You have heard or read about performance objectives, (2) attempt to
generate sample objectives foryour service area that are precise, or (3)
review existing objectives to determine if they are precise and action-
oriented

8
1 9
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The folloOnritems check your comprehension of tlip material in the
information sheet, Developing Precise Performance Objectives, pp. 6-8

I SELF-CHECK
I. Characteiistics:

t

Place a check (ve) by any of the following statements which accurately describe the characteristics of
student performance objectives If you do not check a particular statement, briefly explain in writin?

.... your reasons for not doing so
. .

1 Performance objectives are statements of the general intent of the vocational program.

_ 2 Performance objectives provide a basis for the evaluation of the student, the lesson, and the
. vocational program

_______ 3 Performance objectives outline for teachers how they will teach a partidUlar lesson in theA
vocatipnal program. ,,,

p es I -:1111t

4 Performance objectives describe the scope of the program to students, teachers, employers,
administratOrs, parents, and concerned others.

.,

o .

4
5 Performance objectives outline what students must achieve in order to exit from the educational

program and tinter the occupation for which they are preparing .

performance objectives describe for each student just how they will learn that part of the
vocational program

II. Rationale: -

You have been asked by your vocational administrator to attend a meeting in which performance
objectives will 1?e discussed. In talking with several of the new faculty, you have discovered that they
dpinot see thelieed for writing performance objectives. Outline briefly some of the critical points you
Would make in this meeting in order to indicate to the new faculty why performance objectives lead to
more effecitive learning. ... . ;-4 -';\

J
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III. Objectives;
Following is a list of statements (the term "statements" is used in that all components of a well-stated
performance objective may not be present). Place a check () in front of each statement which is

. precise. For any statement(s) which is yague rewrite the statement to make it precise.

1 The Student will learn the major parts of the internal comlitstion engine.

r

2 You will outline the dietary requirements for an-adult female who is moderately active;

3 You will be given* a list of terms and you will know all terns listed
to.

4 Utron completion of this course, you will be aware of the reasons for having clean copy in offset
mpster production'

5 The student will road a blueprint.

6 Upon completion of the course in mirketing,,,you will have developed an appreciatiqp.of the
many people involved in the prOcess of getting goods and services to the public.

7 You will differentiate among at least three varieties of wheat.' .

8 The student will develop an interest in a health occupations career

9 Given a garment pattern which has any of five different seam types, end the necessary equip-
ment, the student will stitch all of the seams required in that pattern. *

4
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10. The teacher will motivate th8 shideint,to -learn basic metric measurements.

-

, #

/.-,-
11. After completing thercOurse on basic, commu;Ijcation, the student will understand why effec-

tive contmuni6ation is's° OpOrtant." , '

e

12. Without aid of references, you will define all terms found in the four automobile Tianufactiirers'
guides.

J.

1

13. The student will analyze a given set of tool specifications to determine their appropriateness
for replacing brake shoes.

14. The student will adjust the gap of spark p gs to within .003 of manufacturer's specifications.

15. Given a list' of performance statements, you will check () tbdse that are'action:oriented
(precise).

...
c .

.0*
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Compare your written responses° on the Self -Check with the Model An-
. swers giveh below. For parts I and Ill, you should have checked the same

Statements as those-checked in the 'model responses. For parts I and II,
your .written responses need not exactly duplicate the model responses;
however: you should have covered the same major points. For part III, your
rewritten statements should closely match the model responses.

ODEL ANSWERS
I. Characteristics

.3

2

3 Performance objectives are written in
terms of student perforMance.5hdrefore,
the teacher may select the most appropri-
ate activities to assist the student in
achieving a particular objective

4

5

6 Performance objectives outline the out-
come of the learning, but do,not necessar-
ily identify' how that learning Will take
place-Students often have some options
available to them, the Choice'of which de-
pends .on their own learning style

C

is

Performance objectives are action-
oriented statements which desc rib% what
the student Will be achiWvWig within a gift/en
lesson. They are not general in nature, but
very specific in outlining student action
and measurement of student perfor-
mance

,Rationale

III. Oblectivei
1 "Learn" is an action-oriented word, how-

ever, it is not precise Restated "The stu-
dent will name (identify, point out) major
parts of the internal combustion engine

2

3 "Know" is open to interpretation Are the
students simply to memorize the list, or is
Something more required? Restated. You
will define (match with definitions, de-
scribe) terms in a given list

44 The terrrr"aware of" does not outline what
the student will be doing Restated:
yot4will list (explain) the reasons for hav-
ing clean copy in offset master produc-
tion

5

6 What is meant by "appreciation?" An ac:
non verb should have been used. Re-
stated you will list the people in-
volved in the process of ," or you
will trace an item from producer to con-
sumer

7

Answers will vary, however, you should have 8

covered the following points
mportance to the student, e g , perfor-
ce objectiveS outline what is required
hem to cplete the vocational pro-

m

2. the importance to the teacher, e g., perfor-
mance objectiveS define what skills, knowl-
edge, and attitudes they will be responsible
for helping students acqture

3 the importance to the vocational program,
e.g.,' performance objectives outline for
employers and concerned others what can
be expected of graduates, and provide the
basis for program evaluation

4. the fact that performance objectives outline
the ,required outcomes of the vocational
program so that -students, teachers, and
others know what achievements can be ex-
pected

13

9

What does develop an interest" mean
exactly? How could the "development" of
this "interest" be measured? Restated
"The student will choose one of the five
health careers available within the clus-
ter," or:The student will listeven health
careers in which he/she is aterested

10 This statement is teacher-related, and it
is not action-oriented It should be.
student-oriented and contain an action
verb Restated . the student will con-
vert a given list of English measures to
metric measures

11 "Understand" is one of those terms
which leaves much room for interpreta-
tion Restated The student will explain
why a given piece of communication is
effective or ineffective;" or "The student
will list (describe) at least three problems

1
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which may arise when basic communica-
tion breaks down." i

12.

_le._. 13.

Je_ 14.
X15.

I
-Th

lEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: For parts I and III, your checked items should exactly, duplicate the model
responses. For parts I and II, your written responses should have covered the same major points. For
part III, your rewritten statements should closely match the model responses. If you missed some points
or have questions about any additional points you made, review the material in the information sheet,
Developing Precise Performance Objectives, pp. 6-8, or check with your resource person if necessary.
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'Learning Experience II
OVERVIEW'

Aptivity

/"'
IOptional

IL, Activity

410

v

After completing the required reading, analyze and (if necessary) rewrite
given student oerformanceobjectives.

YOu will be readin-g the information sheiff;The Component of a Well-
Written Student Performance Objective, pp. 16-23.

-,
You may wish to read the supplementary reference, Mager, Preparing
Instructional 'Objectives, pp. 1-60.

II; f
You will be analyzing and (if necessary) rewriting given student perfor-

1--rhanoe objectives by completing the Analysis Form, pp. 24-28..

You will be evaluating your competency in analyzing and rewriting objec-
tives by comparing your completed Analysis Form with the Model Analysis,
pp. 27-28.

You may ish to meet with your resource person and/or peers to `review
and anal>ze additionaf student performance objectives in -,your °coupe-

'Vona! specialty.

0

-io
15
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Activity
For information concerning the components ot a well-written-student
performance objective, read the following inform i on sheet:

THE COMPONENTS OF A WELL-WRITTEN STUDENT
PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE

One 6f the, potentially copfusing things about
writing objectives is that the term-"objective" is
used in so many different contexts. In the educa-
tional program, objectives are written for the over-
all ucational program, for a specific course, for
un of instruction, and for individual lessons. In

dition, the.,
word "objec-
tive" is used
in program
evaluation
and man-
agement
contexts to
devribe
what the
Arc her (or
worker)
should ac-

- corn plish
during a
specific
period of time in relation to a group of students or
other people. Some individuals use the term "ob-
jective" inappropriately to describe broad pro-
gram goals or general intents of the eclucatiopal
program. To a certain extent, this variety of usage
is understandable in that the word "objective" by
definition means "an end of action."

Another source of confusion results from the
.fact that authors, in,nfining wig& components
need to be included in a well -state objective, use
different terminology for these components.

Throughout this module and in other modules,
.we use the term "student performance objective-"
Theterm "student performance objective" refers
to an action - oriented statement describing what is
to be achieved by the students`of a vocational
program. Such statements always include three
components. performance, condition:and criter-
ion.

1.

16

Performance Component
The performance part of an objective describes

what the studtint will be doing. It must contain an
action verb. Each of the enabling objectives con-
tained in this module describes the-performance
to be achieved using an action-oriented verb (un-
derlined below)

demonstrate knowledge of the rationale for
developing student performance objectives
and the characteristics of properly stated ob-
jectives
analyze and rewrite given student perfor-
mance objectives
identify each of the objectives on a given list
as being primanly7gnitive, psychomotor, or
affective
develop student performance objectivps in
each of the learning domains which contain
statements of performance, condition, and
criterion
sequence a given list of student performance
objectives

The terms "action required" and "activity" also
have been used to describe this component,

Condition Component
The condition part of the objective outlines the

circumstances under which ,the student will be
required to perform the activity. This portion of the
objective describers (1) what equipment, supplies,
or*aterials the student will be given to work with;
(2) what materials the student will be denied ac-
cess tj (3) what setting the performance must be
demonstrated in, (4) what information the student'
may be provided that will direct the action in a
certain way, and/or (5) what unt of time will be
allowed for the performance accomplished.

At_

I I



Sample 1 shoWs some examples of conditions
whichinight be included within each of th'ese gen-
eral categories. Stating the condition as "upon
completion of the unit" may be convenient, but
it probably ignores the actual, specific circum-
stances under which the student will be perform-
ing a particular 'activity. Hence, .such condition
statements *fay be neither accurate nor helpful.

Other words which have been used lo describe
this component 'are "givens" or "context."

.

Criterion Component
The cdterion part of the performance objective

describes the level of mastery or degree of pro-
ficiency that must be reached in carrying-out the
performance; in other words, how well the student'
must be able to do the job. The criterion tells the
student (andteacher) what level of,performanee is
required in order for the performance objective to
be achieved.

This part of the objective is probably the most
difficUlt to write, -gut once do , it also provides
information necessary for lanning how to
evaluate student perfor e. There are several
ways in which the criterion may be established,
including (1) accuracy within a tolerance limit, (2)
speed, (33rcent or number to be achieved, (4)
reference to other material ,which , identifies
specs ic criteria, (5) maximum number of permiss-
a6leArrors, (6) degree of excellence, or (7)- any
bombination of .these criteria. SaMple 2 shows
some examples -of criteria which Ohight be in-
c1ud Within each of these general Categories.

.6

1

4

As you cansee in Sample 2, the criterion may be
stated in many ways So long as it specifies a realis-
tic level to be achieved. As in writing conditions,
there is a quick way of defining criteria: "with 80%
correct." This is not an appropriate criterion in
most cases, however. The -level of performance
required should be based on specific criteria relat-
ing to. a particular performandi under particular
conditions, rather than on an arbitrary percentage.

"Ah Ha!" you say. "There are thoseeducators
again-telling us what to do and not doing it them-'
selves. This module's enabling objectives do not
include criterion statements." You are Tight in that

. the enabling objectives, as they appear in the
' Overviews, do nor define the criteria for achieve-

ment. However, the critehon for each objective is
defined, in the feedback activity in each learning
experience. )t is possible to provide the criterion
other than within the performance objective
statement itself .. if you let students knOwayvhere
they cen find the necessary information dncrib-
ing the 'level that must be achieved.

Until you have gained experience in writing ob-
. jectives, however, it is suggested that you include,

the criterion within the performance objective'
statement. Once you are thoroughly competent in
writing student performance objectives, you will
find that there are many ways that clear and com-
plete objectives can be written without including
all components within a single statement

Other termswhioh have been used are "mastery
level" or ='standard."

t
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SAMPIpE 1

CONDITION STATEMENTS

=, CATEGORY

EquIPIRMot, supplies, or, ma-
._ teslids Which the student is'

'civet' to work with i
9.

. .

4.

v-

I
EXAMPLES OF, OONDITIONS

Having avertible all equipment within
the4electronks laboratory . `

Given a set of bitieprints .

Provided at cess to all references and
materials in Ur De store., .

..Given a list of perforMance objec -.

7.41, 'Using diinfoulure guides whiCh pro-'
vider.progiarn contentinfOrination

4
4.

.
,

,
.

. .
.

,
Materials to which the stu-'

. aril isdenies1 aromas.
. ,

4

s.

,

Enfironment in rfiicir , the'
pertdrmance, ;sit-lust be

' demonstrated .

,,Witnouyald,Of reztference41
.k Using only those mater ,rovided

e

, e' Having available only that otquipene'qt
. 'which has been set up'... , ;

1: , A. 1r ik "' a, - . *. . ',6 . .

k'.-' , .... t , 4i
Its an actual school situation .. .
In a /simulated classrixim or labora-
torrsituation,ali .-

.
.... ' While in ffie 1:11pits1 or nUrsing 'home'

InforMation that t student
may be provided that will
direct the action in cer-
tain direction

*Specification of the lime" in.
which the perfommanOe
,should be accomplished

al.

r

"'
using the .1 unctioning schooi

'auto mach ics laboratory ....,

.
" -Given

,
Written situatieri involving a
thethqic'eating patterns...

Proyided tw6 lists -one of terms anti
another, of defjaitions
'Using a case study provided by the' .*
Weaker ...

I

I C

Upon completion of the course in

After completing.the required react-
ingr

1j
18
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( SAMPLE 2

. CRITERION STATEMENTS

I

a

`GENERAL CATEGORY

Accuracy within a tolerance
limit

Speed

Percent or number to. be
achieved

Reference to other material
which identifies specific
criteria

Maximu number of per-
missiblp errors

N

EXAMPLES OF CRITERION

within ± ;I degree as compared with
the instructor's reading..
with a tolerance of ± .001 inch as
measured by a m4cyorneter

,completed within five minutes
ready for return to the customer
within 24 hours of drop off

,/
with 80% correct responses
two out 9f the three items must meet
criteria for the "finished prciduct"
all-information necessary for a dental
history is'recorded
at the rate of Jive per pour

r
7

,ti as compared to the manufacturer's
specifications
using the evaluation guidewhich'out-
lines specific criteria foe table setting
according to class handbut in'com-
niunication /skills
according to the criteria outlined in
the text
according to office procedures
based upon the criteria specified in
the assessrlient instrument

19

tr
with no more than two errors
with no more than.one 'of the total ,

items not meeting "standards"
missirt4 no more than one readirtg/
recording within a two hour period



41

Degree of excellence

O k

s

Or any combination

4

40°

9

Ly

so that the shine will reflect a piece of
paper
Such that the seam will not split when
the two pieces of material are jerked
s+ ply
so that when the weld is submitted to
a stress machine it will withstand 100

'pounds of pressure
'all criteria must be achieved at the
bocci' or excellent level
with no hair visiblo in the operating
field

the above criteria can be combined to
further, define the level . of achieve-
ment necessary

7.

20 21
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Complete Statements
Each of these three components should be

present or otherwise referred to in a well-stated
student rYerformanafirobjective. Let's take a look at
some studenf performance oibjectives, and exam-
ine these components in mcrre detail See if you
can identify the performance, condpon, and
criterioh for the following student performance
objectives

Given a case situation involving a family with ethnic.
eating patterns, and the necessary meal planning
guides, you will plan a balanced diet for that family
which will meet basic nutritional standards and
take into account the family's eating patterns

You should have identified the condition as
"Given a
case situa-
tion involv-
ing a family
with ethnic
eating pat-
terns and the
necessary
meal plan-
ning guides

You
should have
identified the
performance
as you
will
plan ." and the criterion as a balanced diet
for that family which will meet basic nutritional
standards and take into account the family's eating
patterns

This is a rather involved performance objective
The condition includes two different items, and the
criterion includes three different items to consider
in determining whether the student has achieved
the objective What about the next objectivecan
you identify the components?

Upon completion of the unit in basic architectural
drafting, you will be able to make working drawings
of ant of the designs covered in class with 100%
accuracy

This objective contains all the components of a
wen- objective, but does the objective really
leftth students under what conditions they will be
"drawing"? What does the 100% mean? It really
isn't enough to write student performance objet-
fives which contain all of the necessary compo-
nents if they are misleading for the teacher or
student Probably, the student would be given
specifications to work from, along with the neces-
sary drafting tools and material The criterion for
acceptable, performance should outline the
specific characteristics the finished drawings

must have or refer,the student to,an established set
of criteria Ek more realistic objective might

Given a set of building specifications for any of the
basic designs covered in class, you will make a set
of working drawings of that building using any
materials/supplies needed so that the drawings
contain all of the characteristics outlined in the
evaluation sheet

This is a realistic objective even if it does not spe-
cifically outline the criteria to be used in judging
the finished drawings Since this objective would
probably be completed toward the end of the unit,
it wotild not be efficient to list all of the criteria to
be considered You would, however, need to pro-
vide the students access to, or copies of, the
evaluation sheet which would outline the specific
criterigto be met by the completed drawings

Level of Specificity Required
The level of specificity required of good student

performance ob eclives depends, in part, on the
level for which to being written One of the
criticisms of pert nce objectives has been that
they are often too specific In many cases, objec-
tives written for lesson plans are very specific be-
cause they cover only small part of the educa-
tional program However, performance objectives
written for units or courses are usually much
broader in scope. covering a wider range within
the educational program Sample 3 shows an ex-
ample of a sequence of student performance ob.
;ectives that might be developed for an Operat-
ing-Room Technician Program

1



As you can see in Sample 3, each of these per-
formance objectives contains the necessary com-
ponents df a well-stated objective, but there is
quite a difference in the scope that each objective
covers.,h later, modules, you will be developing
units if instruction and lesson plans which will
requirfi you
to write stu-
dent perfor-
mance ob-
jectives. De-
pending on
the scope of
the p1will

n
:10

judge how
specific the
objective
must be to
be appropri-
ate. No mat-
ter when the

objective is to be achieved, however, it must con-
tain statements of the performance to be achieved,
conditions under which the student will be work-
mg, and the level which must be achieved In order
to satisfactorily accomplish that objective.

L.

ti
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NAMPIE 3

..s

tOF 0 = CTIVES

ti

(

lifOgreth Objective Upon completion of the Operating -Room Technician Program, the
student will be able to function Ida single scrubbed capacity for any of
the "routine" surgical procedures.

Uponcompletioetot the general surgical procedures course, the, stu-
dent MI be able to function as first scrub 'many "routine" abdominal or
peritoneal eases. Evaluation will be done by the 1,PervhidrY nurse,
using clInical evaluation forms.

Assigned any of the "routine" abdominal cases in the operating room,
you will prepare sut , needles, and other supplies for that case and
doctor Using cards. The instructor will check your selection
against the cards and procedures.

Leeson Objective - You will list differences between firit and second scrub respon-
sibilities. Your list will be compared with the list outliod in class. .

OR
Giyen, the necessary equipment and supplies for major surgery, you
will set thethe backtable for the procedure according to clinical pro-
cedure and without contaminatkin.

Unit Objective

24
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I Optional
%Activity

%110

/
If you have some questioris about the component parts of a well-stated
Student performance objective, you'may wish to read the supplementary
reference, Mager, Preparing Instructional Objectives, pi). 1-60. This refer-
ence provides some exercises for you to complete to help you recognize. *
and develop well-stated objectives.

The following activity checks your ability to identify the components of a
well-stated student performance objective. The list below contains state-
ments which may or may not contain all the components of well-stated
student performvice objectives. Examine each statement and (1)(circle'
the performance)(2) underline the condition with,one line, (3) underline
the criterion with two lines, and (4) rewrite any objective which does not
contain all three components and/or which contains a component which
is vague, inappropriate, or unrealistic. Briefly explain why you rewrote the
objective.

ANALYSIS FORM
1. You will grease all critical points outlined by the manufacturer on any automobile coming into the

laboratory requiring routine maintenance ,

iven sample, resumes, you will learn how to write one of your own.

- 3. The student will-ttitch any of the heavy material garments in such a way that they will pass simu-
lated inspection guidelines

24



4t.

1. . ...e

*
. 4. You 1,111 Calculate the missing value on 80% of the Ohm's law problems which will outline any two of

the vaities fdr current, voltage, or resistance. ..

MY.

5. Using the form provided, you will critique each of the salesEortations within one-half hour.

6. Given examples of completed auto repair forms, you will price the work using any of the price lists

7. The student will outline optimum storage requirements for any of the foods in..a given list

20



/;
8. In an actual school situation, write student performance objectives for a vocational lesson. Your

perfOrm'ance will be assessed by your rVsource person, usiig the Teacher Performance Assessment
Form.-

4'

4,

9. Given tefi thermometers regrstering different temperatures, you will read each thermometer with
100% accuracy

I

'VA

10. You will prepare a soil mixture for potting plants which contains the recommended amountsof each
ingredient, the size of the particles should be no more than 1/8 inch in diameter

St
-J

26
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Compare your complgted written Analysis Form with the Model Analysis
given below Your analysis of the performance objectives as to perfor-
mance, condition, and_raiigiLla should exactly match the model responses -
your rewritten objectives shoiltd contain all three components, precisely
tated as suggested in the model objectives. Your explanations need not

exactly duplicate the model responses; horever, you should have covered

the same major points.

MODEL ANALYSIS
1. Performance: you will greaSe

Condition: on any automobile coming
into the laboratory requiring
routine maintenance

Criterion: all ,critical points outlined by
the manufacturer

2 Performance: you will learn how to write
your own

Condition: given sample resumes "
This objective does not contain either a pre-
cise statement of performance ("learp how" is
vague) or a criterion It could be written as
follows:

Given sample résumés, you will develop
your own résumé which contains all essen-
tial elements as identifieein the samples.

3. PerforMance: the student will stitch any of
the heavy material garments

Criterion: in such a way that they will
pass stipulated inspection
guidelines

This objective does not contain the conditions
of der which the student will be performing It
could be rewritten as follows.

Given cut pieces of heavy material garments
and the necessary patterns, the 'student will
stitchsany of the heavy material garments in
such a way that they will pass simulated
inspection guidelines

4. 'Performance: you will calculate the missing
. value of the Ohni's law prob-

ems.
Condition: which will outline any two of

*the values for current voltage
or resistance

Criterion: on 80% e,

2

27

5 Performance: you will critique a sales
sentation

Condition: using the form provided
Criterion: within one-Walf hour
This objective does not contain a precise
statement of the conditions under which stu-
dents will be critiquing They are told they will
be given a form to use, bgt not whether they
will be critiquing a live gales preserttatton,
videotaped, presentation, or simulaterclass-
room presentation In addition, the criterion
as'stated ("within oneThalf hour") is not really
appropriate The speed with which the
critique is done is not as important as the
accuracy of the critique. The objective could
be rewritten as follows'
-After viewing a videotaped sales presenta
tion, you will critique the presentation, using
the critique form provided Your critique
must match the model critique

6 Performance: you will price the work
Condition: given examples of completed

*to repair forms; using any Of
the price Irsts

This objechvetoes not contain a criterionThis
well must the work be priced'? This ob-

jective could be rewritten as follows
Given examples of completed auto repair
forms, you will price the work, using any of
the price lists, with no more than $1 OP error
in ten tabulations.

pre--

7 Performance: the student will outline stor-
age requirements

Condition : for any of the foods in a given
'1St

Criterion: optimunl
If the "optimum" requirements have been de-
fined previously, and the students knovii
where this information is to be found (e g ,
handoUt, reference matent ), then this objec-
tive is complete The frecific guidelines
(criterion) could have been mentioned in the
objective

4
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8. Performance: write student performance ob- 10
jectives for a vocational lesson

Condition: in an actual school sit tion
Criterion: your performance will as-

inisessed by your resource per-
- son, using the Teacher Per-

formance Assessment Form.S
9. Performance: .you will lead each thermome-

ter
Condition: given ten thermometers regis-

tering' different temperatures
Criterion: with 100% accuracy
This Objective is complete. However, you may
have questioned the appropriateness of the
criterion ("with 100% accuracy"). ± .1 degree
might be more realistic.

w

Performance: you will prepare a soil mixture
for potting plants
which Contains the recom-
mendamounts of -eacti in-
gredient; the size of the parti-
cles should betib more than ' /e
inch in diameter

This objective does skt contain a statement of
the conditions udder which students will be
working. What will they be given to work with?
This objective could be rewritten as follows:

Using the soil (materials) atilable in the
horticulture room, you will prepare a soil
mixture for potting plants which contains
the recommended amounts of each ingre-.
SientMhe size of the, particles should be no
pore than 1/8 inch in diameter.

Criterion(

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your analysis of the objectives should have exactly duplicated the model
responses. Your rewritten objectives should contain all three components and be precisely stated. Your
explanations should cover the same major points as the model objectives. If you missed some points or
have questions about any additional points you made, review the material in the information sheet, The
Components of a Well-Written Student Performance Objective, pp 16-23, or check Ovith your resource
person if necessary

vow
4

Optional
%Activity

You mayawish,to meet with your resource person and/orot her peeis taking
this. module to review a list of student performance-objectives in your
occupational specialty and use the keying symbolsivtiom the Analysis
Form, pp. 24-26, to analyze these objectives. Youc,reource person can
help you find objectives, and most curriculum guides in your occupational
speciality will contain objectives you can use.

a
29
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Learning ,Experience III

Activity

OVERVIEW
yl

It

After completing the,required reading; identify eagnofihe objectives on a
giverMist as being primarily cognitive, psychomotor, or affective.

,

(gip

. -'b

You will be reading the information sheet, Performance jecthre Do-
mains, pp. 31-37.

.

I Qptional
\oActivity

%BO

;"'

Option!
%Activity a
.fte
Activity

u may wisti to read the supplementary references, Armstrong, Develop-
in nd Writing Behavioral Objectives, pp. 24-37; Bloom, Taxonomy of
Edu tional Objectives, Handbook I: Cognitive Domain; and/or Krath-
woh , Taxonomy of EduOatIonal Objectives, Handbook II: Affective Do-

.
main.

You may wisp to meet with your resource person and/or peers to discuss
the reading(s), or to furl 4r clarity which performances inyofir service area
would be Included irrSich of the domains.

Ypu will be identifying student performance objectives as being cognitive,
psychomoop affective by completing the Domain Identification Form,
pp. 39-4O.

S

You will be evaluating your competency in identifying the domains in
which each of the student performance objectives belong by, compacting
ydur completed Domain Identification Form with the Model Identification
Forrn, p. 41. T _ 4

IFJ
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You may wish to try to.iilentify the general taxonomic level of each objec- ,
five. )t-

Vs

.-1

4,

4.
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Activity
, ip

'For information about the domains of perfoFrriance objectives. and the
"taxonomic levels within each domain, read the following information

- sheet: 4

PERFORMANCE 6BAC:rivE {DOMAINS
Another 'dimension' of writing student perfor

mance objectives is /he different types .of perfor-
mances which can be specified. Just as your own
behavior patterns are made up of different types of
activities, so are the objeCtiveS Which- must be
achieved-in order for the siuderlt fo'leave a pro-
gram andgo into the occupation for whiCh he/she
is being pre-
pared. These
activities in-
clude knoW-
ing certain
information
(classified as
the.cognitive
domain), per-
forming certain physical skills (claSsifiect as the
psychomotor domain), and exhibiting certain per-
sonal qualities or attiludes (classified as the affec-
tive domain).

As a-vocational teacher, you w ill need to be able
to develop objectives which emphasize the cogni-
tive, psychomotor, -and(or affective domains. Each
Of these domains hats cendfat,characte.ristics Let's
take a detailed look-at each domain and asOine of
the performances, condipons, and criteria which
might be appropriate for each

Cognitive DoMain
The .cognitive domain- includes those perfor-

, mantes which require knowledge of specific in-
formation; e.g., the principles, concepts, and
generalizations necessary for probleM Solving.
Examples of cognitive performances are

*refine the terra
critique the presentations
develop your own resurbit
iderttify given objectives as being primarily cognitive.
,psychomotor, or affective

LCopclitibns (circumstances under which such
performances would be accomplished) could be
any situation in which the student is given informa-
tion to process

given a list of terms
after viewing videotaped lesson presentations
given sample resumes
given a list of student performance objectives

ar.

Or

Criteria within the cognitive domain will usually
call fOr accuracy of the information to a certain
standard, or Will,make reference to other material
These could include

: with 80% correct responses
according to criteria contained

' compared to a model

Psychomotor Domain
The psychomotor domain measures the skill

performance of the student and, therefore, the per-
formance required will involve the manipulation of
objects, tools, supplies, or equipment. Perfore
mances which are primarily psychomotor in-
c lude

typing a 'letter
constfucting a wall
wiring a plug
developing an x-ray

' plowing a field
using an adding machine
making:a buttonhole
coloring hair ,

Since students willbe manipulating something
such aslools, equipment, supplies, or machinery,
the conditions'for the psychomotor objective will
need to describe'the necessary materials or envi-
ronment, such as

in a simulated office situation
given necessary blueprints and construction materials
drawn from the storeroom
for any non-functioning rpdio brought into the shop
following film exposure '
for any field with no more than 5' slopej

Similarly, the criterion for the achievement of a
psychomotor objective will relate to the actual per-
formance or the finished product and to the
necessary level of performance that must be
achieved. Appropriate criteria for objectives in the
psychomotor I domain might involve accuracy
within a certain tolerance limit, speed, degree of
excellence, or reference to other material outlin-
ing the criteria for judgment Examples of such
criteria might include

at 50 words per minute with no more than two errors'
..\ so that the wall meets criteria specified within the blue-

print and Will ptass inspection by the instrurtor using the
wall construction criteria checklist'

specification?
." to a , tolerance as measured bra micrometer

accgaliirt to the procedure outlined
so that the shine will reflect a piece of paper

in the text



1 Affective Domain .

In the affective domain, the performance re-
quired involves the demonstration of feelings, at-
titude& or se9sitivrtieS toward other people, ideas,,
orthings. Folexample, the student night be askedto .

demonstrate an increased awareness
show concern for safety within the laboratory
display a concerned attitude tgward frightened patiehts
take more responsibility for histher (earning

The conditions under which these feelings or
attitudes will be demonstrated are situations in
Whr6h students can demonstrate beginning un-
derstandings of the necessary attitudes required
in the occupation. Examples of condition state-
ments might include

upon completion of the unit on personnel relations
at all times.within the laboratory
M the actual work 'situation

A
ent ways Think ot a point in your life during which
you were upset about something. Did all of your
friends and acqiaintances react to your unsettled
condition in the same way? Probably some asked

. you outright what was wrong. Others may not have
asked, t2ut made themselves available to you when
you were ready to talk about the problem. Still
others may have indicated to yoU. in other ways
that they realized you were upset, but would wait
for you to take the initiative in making your feelings
known.

Similarly, we denot expect all studen ts to exhibit
the same behavior in demonstrating-the necessary
attitudes for an occupation. Rather, the vocational
teacher is,more concerned that all students can
function apjlropriately, based on their own indi-
viduality, in the actual worksituation. As you begin
to wFife affective; objectives ask yourself the follow-
ing two questions

1 Are these feelings or attitudes which are really
required at entry level by the industry for whicht
am preparing my students, or are these attitudes
I feel the students should possess"

In the affective domain, since feelings are not
directly measurable, the criterion for achieVemer4
of an obje,tive calls for behavior which demon>i,
strates that a feeling or attitude is present. There-
fore, both the criterion and the performance
statement will contain an action word or verb Ex-
amples of such criteria are

stays with art apprehensive patient during examination
or sees that someone else will be present
reports a hazardous condition in the laboratogY
participates in class discussion voluntarily or takes on
an--mdmdual project without being asked

You may have heard that objectives within the
affective domain are difficult to write because feel-
ings and at-
titudes are
not easy to
measure
One of the
reasons fhat
objectives in
the affective
domain are
dittMult to
measure is
that people
show
ings and at-
titudes in
many differ-

O
0

0

2 If I were watching someone who possessed this
feeling'or attitude, what type of behavior might I
expect him/her to exhibit/

In many cases the answer to the first question will
be that the teacher is making unrealistic demands'
in terms of actual entry-level requirements.

In answering the second question, think about
the behavior patterns you might expect in a par-
ticular situation, e.g., how does an individual who
respects his/her co-workers behave in the Work
situation? Then, provide a variety 9f options for
students to demonstrate, in their own way, that
they Ave the necessary attitides and feelings to

o 0 0p exhibit the desired behavior

'1*btiv°0

/Mill
it 10'1%1
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Selecting the Domain
It should be noted that few objectives are Purely,

cognitive,
psychomotor,
or affective.
The major
criterion in
determining
the dofnain
'in which an
objective be-
longs is the
primary per-
foimance
called forif
it relates
primarily to

P knowing
about the
subject, it is cognitive, if it relates primarily to skill
development, it is psychomotor, and if it relates
primarily to teelingsiaffitudes, it is affective

Taxonomic Levels:-
Different performances have been identified as

being primarily cognitive, psychomotor, or affec-
tive, but there are also levels within each of these
domain,s which move from very,- simple perfor-
mances toir more complex TheseleVels taken

r

as a whole are termeda "taxonomy." This informa-
tion sheet wilt deal only with the major categories
within each of the domains, but you may wish to
explore sqme of the supplementary references
listed in this learning experience for more detail
about these levels r

The taxonomy in the cognitive domain moves
from the lowest level of knowledge (that of simple
rerembering or recall) to the more complicated
thinkibg processes required for evaluation Figure
1 Slibws the differing levels within the cognitive
domain As you will note, each of trir highel levels
within the chart requires that the lower levels be
met first in order for the higher level to be ac-
complished. In other words, in order to reach the
application level (i e , to apply knowledge), the
student must first possess the basic knowledge
and also comprehend it -----

Similarly, the levels within the psychomotor do-
main progress from simple skills to complex skill
developmeint in which several tasks are integrated
into a coordinated whole In one taxonomy, the
more complex motor skill developed through
stagesfrom the imitation of a model to the point
at which performance of ttlo skill becomes au-
tomatic or habitual Figure 2 illustrates this de:
velopment As you can see, each successive leVel
within the domain requires more complicated
forms of psychomotor skills and/or a combination
of several skills into a coordinated sequence

3
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FIGURE 1
_

.MAJtAt CATIGORIES IN THE COGNITIVE DOMAIN'

4

involves acts of
decision-making,
judging,'or
_seleetlivbased- on
criteria and
ratiohaie

requires synthmlis
in order to evaluate

Syntheals
combines elements}
to form new entity
from original one

requires analysis in
order to synthesize

Analysis
separates viltaltie
into its parts, until
relationship among

,elements is clear

requires ability fo,
, apply information in
order to analyze

Application
uses infornration in
a situation,differint
from original
learning context

requires
comprehension of
information in order
to apply in new
situation

Comprehension
interprets,
transialoa,
sunenatizes, *or
parabigares gi4bn

. information

requires
knowledge in order
to demonstrate

Knowledge
comprehension

recognition and
recaliiif facia and.
specifics

1 Bernernin S Woo" (Ed ), Taxonomy oi Educational Otkectives, Handbook I Cognitive Domain (New York, NY David McKay Company Inc
1956)-
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FIGURE 2
.

,

MAJOR CATEGORIES
IN THE PSYCHQMOTOR DOMAIN.r

..t

Articulation
combines more
than one skill in
sequence with
harmony and .

consistency

Manipulation
performs skill
according to
instruction rather

r
than observation

Imitation
observes skill and
attempts to repeat it

1

.Precision
reproduces a skill
with accuracy,
proportion, and
exactness; usually
perffrmed
independent of
original source

Naturalization
completes one or
more skills with
ease and becomes
automatic with
limited physical or
mental exertion

2 RH Dave as reported in Robert J Armstrong et al Developing and Writing Behavioral Objectives rTucson AZ EducatIonal Innovators Press
1970)

I
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The affective domain also includes levels, but
instead of the development from simple to com-
plex fOund in the cognitiVe and psychomotor do-
mains, each succeeding level involves more inter-
nalization of thisifeeling or attitude; i.e., the be-
havior becomes a part of his/her total way of re-
sponding. In the lower levels of the domainrthere-
fdre, the student is simply provided with the
necessary information with which to know what an
appropriate response is, and is only required to
passively attend (be aware df) that information.
The highest level within the affective domain is
achieved when the student or worker has inter-
nalized the information. Figure 3 outlines the de-
velopment within the affective domain.

The taxonomies within the cognitive, psycho-
Motor, and affective domains provide a method by
which, vocational teachers can organize, or se-
quence the objectives fOr thejr particular instruc-
tional units and lessons By identifying the domain
in which the objective belongs and the taxonomic
Level of the objective, it is possible to develop in-

, struction in such a way that lower-level objectives
within each of the domains are achieved before
the student progresses to higher-level ones. In
most cases, the higher-level objectives will be
reached toward the end of a particular unit or
toward the end of the vocation& program

One word of cautionit may not 6e pdssible or
desirable within the time frame of your vocational
program to develop all cognitive, psychomotor, or
affective objectives through the highest level of

each domain. For example, some 9f the very early
motor skills may be developed to k naturalization
level (done automatically and with ease), but it
would not be possible or even realistic to expect all'
skills to be developed to this level. Similarly, in the
affective domain it may not begpossible within .a
vocational program tb proceed beyond the valuing
level because of the time limits of theprogram.
Furthermore, it may not be appropriate to expect
students to develop certain feelings or attitudes
beyond valuing them aPpropriately in the work
situation.

A.

In all cases, the key as to what level is necessary"
within your vocational program is the level re-
quired by the industry for which you are preparing
students: You may only be able to prepare your
students to respond in the appropriate manner;
the industry would then take over -so that over a
much longer period of time the behavior becomes
a consistent and internalized response. This is one
of,the reasons that developing objectives is a time
consuming tAknot only do you have to be able
to write the objectives, Put you must ask yourself
whether these objectives are appropriate for the
level of the program offered and the students en-
tering it.

In order to define the vocational program so that
the student will be able to leaye the program and
enter the occupation for which he/she is prepar-
ing, objectives should be written in all domains.
Knowledge of information is necessary, therefore,
cognitive objectives must be written. Skill is impor-
tant; thefefore, psychomotor 9bjectives must be
written. And, attitudes and foot are important;
therefore, affective objectives must be written Of
course, most objectives will contain or imply ele-
ment% of two or all three of the domains

36
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FIGURE 3

MAJOR CATEGORIES IN THE AFFECTIVE DOMAINS

aware of ; passively
attendIngito certain
phenoknOna and
stimuli; i.e.,
listening

Responding
compfies to given
expectations by
attending or
reacting to stimuli
or phenomena; i.e.,
interests

rte

Organizing
committed to set of

- values as displayed
by behavior

Valuing
displays behavior
consistent with
single belief or
attitude in
situations where he
is not forced to
comply or obey

CharacterLdng
total behavior is
consistent with
values internalized

3 David R Krathwohl, Benjamin S Bloom and Bertram B Mimic Taxonomy of Educational Obiectives, Handtaolall Affective Domain (New York
N/ David McKay Company Inc 1964)
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. .
For further Information on the domains and the levels within flitch domain,
you may wish to read Bloom, Taxonomy of Educational Objectives, Hand -

Optional bdok I: Cognitive Domain; Krathwohl, Taxonomy of Educational Objec-
Activity ives, Handbook II: Affective Domain; and/or Arifstrong, Developing and

%11
Writing Behavioral 'Objectives, pp. 24-37.60

2
You may wish to meet with yotir resource person or with peers who are also r

Optional
taking this module to discuss the different domains. You could discuss
specific performances from your own service area which would fit each A

%Activity domain. Or, you could review objectives in curriculum guides and attempt

%NO
to categorize them by domain atid by taxonomic level.

4
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The following activity checks your comprehension of the material in the
information sheet, Pbrformance Oblosqve Domains, pp. 31-37. Each of the
follqwing objectives is primarily Cogn Hite (C), psychomotor (P), or affec-
tive (A). Read each student performance'objective, and indicate its primary
domain by placing the appropriate letter (C, P.or A) in the blank to the left
of the item.

r

DOMAIN IDENTIFICATION FORM
1 Following a demonstration of techniques

for stitching heavy materials, you will
stitch giventliriterials so that they will pats
simulated inspection guidelines.

2 Given samples of variouslegume seeds,
yOu will identify each by name:_ 3 Upon completion of the section on alter-
natives in business careers, the students
will have increased their awareness of op-
tions available to them, as demonstrated
by their being able to identify 50% more of
the opportun Met on the post-test than on
the pretest._ 4 You will defirie 9Q% of the ed itirifym bo1s
on a given list,_ 5 On the assigned- hospital ward, you will
transfer doctors' orders to the appropriate
forms for those orders. All .forms must
meet a "satisfactory" rating on the critical

'points outlined on the clinrcal evaluation
form._ 6 Given ten lists of from 4 to 15 three-digit
numbers, you will calculate totals for the
lists on any of the four makes of adding
machines found in the simulated o'ffice
practice laboratory.

10. Provided the necessary soil test data and
necessary crop information, you will de-
termine the kinds of nutrients to be
applied to the soil to groa crop.'

11 Using a soil survey report, determine the
quantities of nutrients needed and out-
line the rationale for your decision using
previousscrop and test information.

12 The student, *hen ponfronted with a
safety hazard, will demonstrate concern
for safety practices by

pointing out safety. ha2ards to others
turnirrgolf-altmachinery when it is not
king used by selt or others
observing all caution signs

13. Given ten.. shafts with differing mea-
surements, you will measure the diame-
ter of each with a micrometer within
-± 001 inch of the instructor's measure-
ment.

1-4. You will compOte a' reiume whk'h out-
lines your qualificatiqns for a given lob
and contains alLthe Components iden-
tified in the lesson on writing resumes.

15 You will change any cash register
wit in two-pputes so that the tegiffer is- AO

ready for tapulstion.
16. Whin confronted with a situation requir-

in the clarification of instruction yoikwill
ask for clarification before proceeding. .-

17, Given aYititten Situation involving the
adaptation of blieic Rif odures, you will
outline the metbod youould use to ac-
complish the-issk_within_trie restrictions
established. ,

18. After reviewing a Tideotaped sales' pre=''
sentation, you will critique the presenta-
tiqn using the outline form provided.
Your critique must match the model on
all critical points Identified.

7 You will specify any missing or incomplete
information on the five completed short -
term loan contracts provided.

8 In the clinical setting, you will demonstrate
concern fOr apprehensive patient's by-lb

answering call lights promptly
staying with an apprehensive patieht
or seeing that someone will be pres-

s ent
talking with the patient about the ap-
prehension and answering questiws
about the unknown
explaining all procedures before
using them with patients

9 You will calculate the missing value on
8 0 °/q of a given list of Ohm's law problems
which contain any two of the values for
current, voltage, or resistance

.
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_419. You will grease all critical points outlined
.by 11-19 manufactyreF on any`car coming
into rle auto mechpnics laboratory re-
quiring routine maintenance..

1
0

A

.

E

-

tat

1

20. You will identify the
list as primarily co
or affective.

44,
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COmpare your written responses on Domain Identification Form with

Nuplicate the model responses
e Moder Identification Form' be w Your responses should exactly

a

MODEL IDENTIFICATION FORM-
1. Ps motor
2. Cog 'ye
3. Affective
4. Cognitive
5. Cognitive
6. Psychomotor
7. Cognitive

418. Affective
9. Cognitive

10. fognitive 4 -
11. Cognitive
12. Affective
13. psychomotor
14. eggnitive
15. PsyChomotor/
16. Affective
17. Cognitive
18. Cognitive
19. Psychomotor
20.' Cognitive

V

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: your completed Domain IdentiTicatiorNo#m shcrld have matched th-4
"model responses exactly' If you missed an item, review The material in The inforaation sheet, Perfor:

e Objective Domains, pp 31-57, ot check with your resource, person if needsary

ray with to go through the- list of objectives agairi, identifying the
general taxonomic level of 640 object ive..Refe r to Figues"1, 2, and 3, or to
the supplementary readings listed in this learning experience if you need
help. If you st1/1 have questions about the level(s) to which an objective
belongs, check with your resource person

a
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Ledrning Experience IV
OVERVIEW

Using resources Which, provide vocational program content information,
develop student perfdrmance objectives in each of the !miming domains
which contain statements of performance., condition, and criterion.

«..

Yoy will be selecting resources in your occupational specialty which pro7
vide program content information for all tyges of behavior's: cognitive;
psychomotor' and affective- . . r .

.,, . Ilk r. ,.. .

' 41
You will be Writing vied- stated student performance objective's in each of
the domains for the conlb`nt you select_-

.4 *II

,4

Your competency in developiN 'well-stated stodent perfOrmance objec-
fives in each of the domains will'bevevaluated bursiresource person,
using the Oble0Ves CheCkest'op.-416-46..'

e-

0

fl
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Select resources in your occupational specialty which Will provide voca-
tional program content information for knowledge, skill, and attitude types
of performances. Resources could include curriculum guides, courses of
study, textbooks, or task analyses. The resources you select should cover
all domains. If you need assistance in finding resources, contact your
resource person

For the content you selected, write student performance Objectives in the
cognitive, psychomotor, and affective domains. Mite at least ten cognitive,
five psydhomotor, and five affective objectives, numbering each objective
for easy reference during feedback. Be sure that (1) each objective con-
tains statements of performance, condition, and criterion, (2) the perfor-
mance instated precisely, and (3) the condition and criterion are realistic.
When writing the coghitive objectives, include at least three objectives
which call for more than mere recall.

r.

After you have developed ydur student performance objectives, arrange to
have your resource person review and evaluate your objectives. Give
him/her the Objectives Checklist, pp. 45-46, to use ,in evaluating your
work

e .

I
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OBJECTIVES CHECKLIS*)
Directions: Place an X in the YES or NO box to indicate whether all Name

objectives met or did riot meet each applicable criterion. For any objec-
tive(s) which did not meet,a criterion, specify the number(s) of the objec- Date

tive(s) in the space provided for comments.

A

tisource P111110f)

Yes No Comments

,

,
The cognitive objectives meet the following criteria:

1. The performance is specified

2. The performance is stated in action- oriented terms ....

3. The primary performance called for relates to the demon- CI Cl
.

stration of knowledge

4. The condition is specified 46

5. The condition is realistic

6 The criterion is specified '=1 El
7. The criterion is realistic -El

e
8. At least three objectives call for more than mere recall ID

The psycholnotor objectives meet the following criteria:
9. The performance is specified . .

10. .The performanceis stated in action-oriented terms

11. The primary performance called for relates to the demon-
stration of skill

12. The conditioQ is specified 42
13, The condition is realistic

14. The criterion is specified zO,

15. The criterion is realistic

The affective objectives meet the following criteria:
, 16. The performance is specified .

17. The performance is stated in action-oriented terms ..

18. The primary performance called for relates to demonstra-
13tion of attitudes/feefings . .

19. The condition is specified

20. The condition is realistic

45
40



Yes No Comments

21. The criterion is sacified

'22. The criterion is realistic

23., The feelings/attitudes called for are realistic in term *of
entry-levetirequirements of the industry El

LEVEL OPPERFt)RMANCE: All items must receive YES responses. If any item receives a NO response,
review the readings in previous learning experiences, pp. 6-8,16-23, and 31-37, revise4the objective(s)
accirdingly, or check with your resource person if necessary.

6

1
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Activity

Activity
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Learning Experience V
OVERVIEW

After coming the required reading, sequence a given list of student
performance objectIVes.

You will be reading the fnformation sheet, Sequencing. Student Per-
formance Objectives, pp. 48-49.

0

, .
You will bifbgically aequenbing the Student Performance Objectives;-
"Ge8inglikifob," p. 50.

V

You wilt, be evaluating your competency in sequencing the student
performance objectives by comparing your sequence with the Model
Sequences, p. 51.

40'
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Activity For information on sequencing student performance objectivei, read
the following information sheers...,

SEQUENCING STUDENT PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES
I

The process of sequencing student perfor-
mance objectives can be compared to the proce-
dures you use in driving your car. There arecertain
things you must do before othersT. e.g., you must
(1) get into the car, (2) put the key in the ignition,
and (3) start the car before you can (4) move. There
are other activities which you may not necessarily
have to complete in an exact sequence, but which
must be performed before you can do somettling
else. for ex-
ample, in
some cars
you have to

.... fasten your ,

seat belt be-
fore the
starter wilj
operate.
There are
still other ac-
tivities which
can be ac-
com plished
in any order,
e.g.,' you
probably have a wide choice of roads that you can
take to get to anyone given destination Ultimately,
the test of whether you have followed a logical

jeuence of activities isaited by whether or
octi you arrive at youc,d ion.ion. The process of

sequencing objettivel e similar.ry

Sequencing objectives. provides your students
0 with a logical order to follow in completing the

activities whitish will develop the necessary knowl-
edge, skills, and attitudes. The ultimate goal is that
of exit from the program and entry into the occu-
pation for which they are preparing. To'reach that
goal, certain objectives must be accomplished be-
fore others. The major consideration when
sequencing objectives is that there is a logical
development of skills, attitudes, and knowledge
such that prerequisite objectives are achieved be-
fore the culminating ones. Such is the case with
the enabling objectives for this module. You must
achieve them before you are likely to have the
necessary knowledge and skill to meet the termi
nal objective.

The sequence chosen for this module assumes
that the student needs general information about
performance objectives (the rationale for writing
them, how to differentiate between precise and
vague objectives) before the other activities will be
effective. SeCond, the student needs experience
(practice) in analyzing simple objectives to deter-
mine if each contains statements of performance,
condition, and,criterion without being concerned
about tne more complex task of dealing with oils*,
jectives in the three different domains. Once able'
to recognize objectives which' contain all compo-
nents, tfie student can be given information about,
and practice in, writing well-stated objectives in
each of the domainst The sequencing of student
pedformance,objectives, logicatly follows the task
of having written them, and all of these experi-
eneeS culminate irlprformance in an actual
school situation.

1 demonstrate knowleOpe of the rationale for
developing skildegt r*rfo'rmance objectives
and the characteristics otproperly stated ob-
jectives

2 identify the perforgfance, condition, and
criterion components for givdn student per-
formance objectives, and rewrite the objec-
tives if necpssary

3 indicate whethei given objectives are primar-
ily cognitive,,*chomotor, or affective

.

4 write student performanctobjectives within
each domain

5 sequence objectives
in an actual schoOl situation, cleielop student
performance objectives

If theobjectives had been sequenced as follows,
,can' you tell what the rationale w?u,Id have been?

1 identify the performance, condition, and
criteria components of given student per-
formance objectives

2. indicate whether.given objecives are primar-
ily cognitive, psychomotor, or affective

3. write student performance objectives
_4. write student performance objectives within

each domain
5. sequence objectives

48 4j



6. develop a rationale for and differentiate be-
tween vague and precise objectives

7. in an actual school situatn, wnte and se-
quence student performance objectives

This is also- a logical sequence, one which
moves fiom the specific (parts of an objective, how
to Write one) to the general (why write objectives,
why be precise). Both sequences assume that the
student needs knowledge about the components
and domains of student performance objectives
before he/she can practice writing their', and that
practice should pretede performance in the real
world. -

You may decide that your students need to
achieve an objettive which will catch their interest
,veryearly in the program, and sequence the objec-
tives to achieve this. .For example, you might se-
quence baking objectives before other food
preparation objectives, on the assumption that
many people like sweets and pastries better than

vegetables
Or, you may
decide that
students

'need some
'overview of
the total sub-
ject before
you can pro-
ceed to spe-
cifics and-,
therefore,
your first ob-
jective might
cover a very
broad area
Or, you may decide that your students need very
early success within the program and therefore
sequence some easily achieved and interesting
objectives first before moving on to. more difficult
ones In all cases, the assumption is ttlat a certain
sequence of studenttierformance objectives (e g ,
simple to complex, known to unknown) makes
sense in terms of students' needs and abilities

49
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The-following activity checks ydur comprehension of the material in the
information sheet, Sequencing Student Performance Objectives, pp.
48-49. Logically sequence the following student performance objectives
related to a unit on getting a job. Be prepared to explain why you se-
quenced the objectives as you did.

STUDENT PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES:
"GETTING A JOB"
The student will - ..-

1. explain to a prospeptive employer in a mock
Interview 'why he/she is qualified for the posi-
tion. The interviewer and the teacher will
evaluate the student's response, using the
Interview Rating Checksheet."

2. fill out a job application form completely, accu-
rately, and neatly as judged by a teacher and a
representative of the business and/or industrial
community

3. ask questions about benefits and opportunity
for advancement and training in a mock inter-
view situation Evaluation will be made on the
basis of peer and teacher feedback on the
"Interview Rating Checksheet."

4. dress,and groom himself/herself for the job
interview to meet acceptable standards as de-
veloped by a peer, the teacher, and a represen-
tative of the business and/or industrial com-
munity.

i
1

4-.

5. develop a roftsume to be used fbr a job applica-
tion, which contains all necessary information
as outlined in sample résumés

6. write a letter accepting or not accepting a posi-
tion. The letter will be evaluated by the teacher
using guidelines outlined in class.

7. conduct himself/herself with poise (including
manners and posture) in a mock interview situ-
ation. The student's poise will be evaluated by a
panel of his/her peers.

8. write a letter of job application which meets
minimum standards using criteria listed on the
"Checksheet."

50
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Compare your completed sequence with the Model Sequences explained
below. Your sequence need not exactly duplicate/the model sequence(s),
however,° you should be able to justify any differences.

MODEL SEOUENCgS
These objectives could be sequenced in several

ways in view of the fact that we do not have data on
. the interests or abilities of the students taking the

unit. Thus, we must look for a logical pattern in the
objectives themselves. The objectives all seem to
be at about the same level of difficulty of complex-
ity and they do not divide into general and specific
objectives.

They do divide, however, into (1) objectives con-
cerning the "paperwork" aspects of getting a job,
and (2) objectives concerning behavior during an
interview. It would be necessary to have students
begin by developing their own résumés, since they
need to have a firm fix on their qualifications for
employment before they can accomplish most of
the other objectives They could then work on the
other "paperwork" objectives in any order, though
a "chronological" sequence might make sense
None of the "interview" ,objectives must be ac-
complished before any of the othersbut they
would no doubt occur in the same order as they
would in an actual interview, The objective con-

cerning poise would be accomplished simulta-
neously with the other "interview" objectives.

Thus, you would have a paperwork sequence
(5-2-8-6, or 5-8-2-6) and a-behavior sequence
(4-1-3, with 7 being accomplished simulta-
neously with 1' and 3).

The objectives could, of course, be sequenced
in a strictly chronological way, as illustrated be-
low:

(5) develop a résumé
(2) fill out a job application form
(8) write a letter of job application
(4) dress and groom for a job interview
(1) explain qualifications in a mock job inter-

view and (7) conduct self with poise
(3) ask questions in a mock job interyiew and (7)

conduct self with poise
(6) write acceptance or non-atteptande letter

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: Your completed.sequence need not have matched the model(s) exactly,
however, you should be able to explain any differences If your sequence differed from the model(s),
arrange to meet with your resource person to justify the sequence you selected

.4
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,Learning Experience VI
FINAL EXPIERIENCE

-
I

While working: in an actual school situation,* develciP student perfor-
-mance objectives.

.

. . ,v-
Develop student performance objectives for a vocational course or unit
you are responsible for teaching. This will include;

developing your own objectiveroerevising a list of existintsitjec-
tives specified for the course or alit
including-objectives in each of the leemhig domains: cognitive,
psychomotor, and affective
including Qbjectlyes at various appropriate taxonomic leveli
ensuring that each objective includes all three components: per--
formance, Condition, and gated% ,

Sequencing the objective:
. -

After you have developed your sequenced list of studedt performance
3jectives, arrange to have your. resource person review this list. ,

Your total competency will be assessed by your resource pews, using the
Teicher Performance Assessment form, pp. 55-66.

Based upon tin criteria 'specifiperin this assessment instrument, your
resource person will determinewbethst you we pompeten1 in developing
student performance objectives.

'For ildefIndion of -actual school artuabon, see the intude back cover
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TEA&ER PERFORMANCE ASSESSMENT FORM ,,, .

Develop Student Performance Objective (B-2) . ,

a

Directions: Indicate the level of the teacher's accomplishment by placing
an X in the appropriate box under the LP/EL OF PERFORMANCE headinb.
If, because of special circurnS,tances, a perforMance component was not
appliCable, or impossible to execute, place an X in the N/A box.

_

4

Name

Date

Resource Person

-.1
..-

0'

li

Components . 0
1. All objectives contained a statement of performance .

2. The performance statements contained an action verb

113. The rformance statements describecf,the activity in
whic the student would be involved in suffiient detail to
understood . . .

.

.

4. All objectives contained stated or ImOlpri conditions

5.. The conditions were realistic in terms ort6e performance
called for , . ..'.

n-

LEVEL OF PERFORMANC

---
-C
v..

. 0
6 k b

c,

CI E] ID El DID" '-
CA- CI CI 1;1 -0 El
0 CI 0 a [;1.0

6. All objectives specified criteria for achievement

7. The criteria were realistic in terns of the performance
ontquired / 3- -

$

8.., The criteria were realistic in terms'of the conditions out-
!Med ...... . .. :.

Domains
9. Cognitive domain objectives- were included-\

a b E -uffo
El CI JD DI 0

CI $ El CI CI -LLD. a o do
Ern C

E l ErCI ..p 0
10. Cognitive objectives which reled more than mere recall

were included II . . .
. ,

r11. P chorptor objectives were included ...

12 P ychomotor obiCtives were included which required
CI =1 1:1 0\-.,,, ore than mete imitation of the instructor ., -

13. i.ffective domain objectives were included 0 CI CH=.1-,' ,D,
, `(-',4\.4

A

e

..,

a
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E

14. The affective objectives were realistic in terms of occupa- ELEI 0
41tional requirements

15. The criteria for the affective objectives provided alterna-
tive ways for students to demonstrate the feelings/ il: E .
attitudes

I
16. The objectives were arrangecttlin a logical seq El El:Sequencing

17 The sequenceProvided for the accomplishrbent of en-
abling objectives before terminal ones . 0:0

1.8. The sequence facilitated student astomplishment of the
objectives .. ; . ... .... ,

.ar

t

LEVEL OF PERFORMANCE: All items must receive N/A, GOOD, or EXCELLENT responses. If any item
receives a NONE, POOR, or FAIR response, the teacher and resource person should meet to determine
wfrat additional activities the teacher needs to to complete in order to reach competency in the weak
area(s).
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ABOUT USING THE CENTER'S PBTE
MODULES

Organization
Each module is designed to help you gain Competency
in a particular skill area considered important to teach-
ing success. A module is made up Of a series of learning
experiences, some providing background information,
some providing practice experiences., and others com-
bining these two funcompletiag/these e)pperi-
ences shouldonable yo ta eve the termiaarobjec-
tive in the fins learning experience The final experience
in each module alWays requires you to demonstrate the
skill in an actual school Situation when you are an intern,
a student feather, or an inservice teacher

Procedures
Modules are designed to allow you to individualize your
teacher education program You need to take only those
modules covering skills which you do not already pos-
sess Similarly, you need not complete any,learning ex-

nence within a module if you already have the skill
needed to complete it Therefore, before taking any
module, you should carefully review (1) thelntrodsu
(2) the Objectives listed on p 4, (3) the Overvie
ceding each learning experience, and (4) the Fin
perience After comparing your present needs and c
petencies with the information you lAye read in these

ctions, you should be ready to make one bf thetollow-
g decisions

that you do not have the competencies indicated,
and should complete the entire module
that you are competent 'One or more of the en-
abling objectives leading to the final learning ex-
perience, and thus can omit that (those) learning
experience(s)
that you are already competent in this area and
ready to complete the final learning experience in
order to "test out
that the module is inappropriate to your needs at
this time

When you are ready to take the final learnirk experience
and have access to an actual school situation, make the
necessary arrangements with your resource person If
you do not complete the final experience successfully,
meet with your resource perltin and arrange (1) to re-
peat the experience, or (2)complete (or review) previous
sections of the module or other related activities
suggested byyour resource person before attempting to
repeat the final experience
Options for recycling are also available in each of the
[earning experiences preceding the final experience
Any time you do not meet the minimum level of perfor-
mance required to meet an objective, you and your re-
source person may meet to select activities to help you
reach oompetency This could involve (1) completing
parts of the module previously skipped, (2) repeating
activities, (3) reading supplementary resources or com-
pleting additional activities suggested by the resource
person, (4) designing your own learning experience, or
5) completing some other activity suggested by you or
your resource person

7

Terminology
Actual School Situation
which you are actually wor
for, secondary or post-seco
a real school An intern, a

. refers IO a situation
Iling with, and responsible

neary vocational students in
student teacher, or an in-

service teacher would be functio g in an *Wel school',
situation If you o nothave apces an actual school
situation when y -litaking the m ule, you can com-
plete the module p to the final learns experience You
would then do the final It exper ce later, i e
when you have access to an actual schlool situation
Alternate Activity or Feedback. refers to an item or
feedback device.whIch may substitute for required
items which, due to special circumstances. you are un-
able to complete
Oecupational Specialty refers ie a Specific area of
preparation within a vocational service area (e g the ``"'"°
service area Trade and Industrial Education includes
occupational specialties such as auto/mobile me-
chanics, welding, and electricity)
Optional Activity or Feedback -refers to an item
which is not required, but which is designed to supple-
me 2t and elih the required items Ina learning expen-
end%

Resource Person refers to ihe person in charge ott
your educational program, the professor. instructbe,
administrator, supervisor or cooperating, supervising
classroom teacher Who Is guiding you in taking this,
module
Student refers to the person who is enrolled and
receiving instruction in a secondary or post-secondary

...educational institution
Vocational Service Area refers to a major vocational
field vicultural education, business and office educa-
tion, Ittributive education, health oc&Upations educe-,
flon, home economics education, industrial arts edu-
cation, technical education, or trade and industrial edu-
cation it,
You or the Teacher refers to the person who is tak-
ing the module

Levels of PerformanCe for Final Assessment

N/A The criterion was not met because it was not
applicable to the situation
None No attempt was made to meet the criteriOn,
although it was releve t

Pee. The teacher i unable to 'perform this skill or
has only very limited Witty to perform it

/ Fair The teacher unable to perform this skill in an
acceptable manner, but has some ability to perform it
Good The teacher is able to perform this skill in an
effective manner
Excellent .The teacher is able to perform this skill in a
very effective manner
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Titles of The Center's
Performance-Basedreacher Education MOdules

Category At Program PlanningADevelopment, and Eva Radon
A-1 Prepare for a Community Survey
A-2 Conduct a Commun
A-3 Report the Find' mundy Survey
A-4 Organize an Occu Advisory Committee
A-5 Maintain an Occ I Advisory Corriffitttee
Arfl Develop Program Goals and Objectives
A-7 Conduct an Occupational Analysis
A-8 Develop a Course of Study
A-9 Develop Long-Range Program Plans
A-1.0 Conduct a Student Follow-Up Study
A-11 Evaluate 'IOW Vocational Program

Category 11: Instructional Planning
B-1 Determine Needs and Interests of Students
B-2 Develop-Student Performance Objectives
B-3 DevelopN Unit of InstrOction
B-4 Develop a Lesson Plan
B-5 Serect Student Instructional Materials
B-6' Prepare Teacher-Made Instructional Materials

Category C: Insauctionel Execution
C-1 Direct Field Trips
C-2 Conduct Group DecusSions, Panel 1,Iscussions, and

Symposiums
C-3 Employ Brainstorming Buzz Group and 6kuestion Box

Techniques
C-4 Direct Studen in Instructing Other Students
Cr Erhploy Simulettion Techniques.

Citode Student Study
Direct Student Laboratory Expenence&roc/ Students in Applying Problem-Solving Techniques

ploy the Ptotect Method
Introduce a Lesson
Summ rge a Lesson
Em Questioning Techniques
Emp menflecithiqiitis
Provitfebevt SQn for Sto r and More Capable Learners

=en filter
!lite a

Demonstrate
Individualize
Employ the Team Teac g Approach
Use Subject Matter Experts to Present Into^ation
Prepare Bulletin Boards and Exhibits
Present Informatron with Models Real Obtects, and Flannel

Boards
Present Information with Overhead and Opdque Matenals
Present Information with Filmstrip and Sliders
Present Information with Films
Present Information with Audio Recorpiings
Present Information with Televised an Videotaped Materials
Employ Programmed Instruction
Present Information with the Chalkboard and Flip Chart

Category D: Instructional Evaluation
bEstabldh Student Performance-Cntena

/0-2 .Aseess Student Performance Knowledge
0-3 Assess Student Performance Attitudes
D-4, Assess StiAlent Performance Skills
0-5 Determip**udent Grades
D-& Evaluate Yobr Instructional Effectiveness

Cetegory E: Instructional Management
E-1 Project Instructional Resource Needs
E-2 Manage Your Budgeting and Reporting it sponsibilities
E-3 Arrange for Improvement of Your VocationaLFacilitmes
E-4 Maintain a Filing System

C-7
C-8
C-9
C-10
C-11
C-12
C-13
C-14
C-15
C-18
C-17
C-18
C-19
C-20
C-21
C-22

C-23-
C-24
C-25
C-26
C-27
C-28
C-29

I

eiv

E-5 Provide for Student 'Safety
Er6 Provide for the Fast Aid Needs of Students
E-7 Aaatst Students in loping Seff-Discipline
E-8 Organize the Voc Laboratory
E-9 Manage the V tonal Laboratory

Category F: Guidahija
F-1 Gather Student Data Using Formal Data-ColleCtion Techniques
F-2 Garlic 2,' 41 'dent Data Thr ugh Personal ContactsFame to 'Help Student Needs
F-4 Provide Information on Edu ionat and Career Opportunities
F-5 Assist Studentetn Applying for Employment or Further Education

Category G: School Community Relations ,

GO Develop a Schoyl-Communrty Relations Plan for Your Vocational
Program

G-2 Give Presentations to Promote Your Vocational Program,
G- Develop Brochures to Promote Your Vocational Program
Cr4 Prepare Displays to Froolote Your Vocation* Program
G-5 Prepare News Relears and Articles Concerning Your Vocational

Program ). ,,t
G-6 Arrange for Television-and Rddn Presentations Concerning Your

Vocational Program
G-7 Conduct en Open House
G-8 Work with Membesa of the Comm tidy .

. G-9 Work with StateArnd Local Edu
G-10 Obtain Feedback about Your Voc al'Program

.Categoq H: Student Vocational Organization
F4-1 Develoo a Personal Philosophy Concerning Student VocatiOnat

Organizations
14-2 Establish a Student Vocational Organization
1-1-3 Prepare Student Vocational Organization Members for

Leadership Roles
H-4 Assist Student Vocational Organization Members in Developing

and Financing a Yearly Program of Activities #

14-5 Supervise Activities of the Student Vocational Organization
1.4_6Y Guide Perticrpetion in Stixiint Vocation* Orgwiization Conte,

Category I: Professional Rohe and Development
1-1 Keep Up-to-Date Professionally
k2 Serve Your reaching Profession
1-3 Develop an Active Personal Philosophy of Education
1-4 Serve the School and Community
1-5 Obtain a Suitable Teaching Positron
1-8 Provide Laboratory Experiences for Prospective Teachers
I -7 Plan the Student Teaching Expenence
1-8 Supervise Student Teachers .

Category J: Coordination of Cooperative Education
J-1 Establish Guidelines hitr Your Cooperative Vocational Program
J-2 Manage the Attendance Transfers and Terminations of Co-Op

Students
J-3 Enroll Students in Your Co-Op Program

.

J-4 Secure Training Stations for Your Co-Op Program
J-5 Plate Co-Op Students on the Job
J-8 ii Develop the Training Ability of On-the-Job Instructors
J-7 Coordinate On-the-Jet Instruction
J-8 Evaluate Co-Op Studettts On-the-Job Performance
J-9 PrIlliere for Students Related Instruction
J-10 Supervise an Employer-Employee Appreciation Event

,
RELATED PUSILIbil:TIONS
Student Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher Education

"' Ntaterials
Resource Person Guide to Using Performance-Based Teacher

Ed4rtion Materials
Guide o the Implementation of Performance-Based Teacher Education

For Information regarding availability and prices of these materials Gonikt

AAV IM
American Association for Vocational Instructional Materials

120 Engineering Center Athens, Georgia 30602 )4104j 542 -2586


